
 

 

DRIFT JUDGES 

Latvian Drift Cup and Latvian Drift Championship, Baltic 

Drift championship 2023 

 

This paper is about Latvian drifting judges –in the Latvian Drift Championship, Latvian Drift 

Cup, Baltic Drift Championship, and other international drifting series who take part in 

Latvia and Baltics. These judges could be: 

1) approved from the LAF committee(ASN) of drift in Latvia and drifting work group; 

2) drift judges at least in 5 Latvian drift rounds from the year 2013; 

3) new drift judges, who have been accepted from the drifting work group and have 

participated as drift trainees and watched judge’s work at least in 2 rounds;  

4) drift judges from Lithuania or Estonia, authorized from the main drift 

representatives from that country; 

5) Latvian Drift Cup’s or Latvian Drift Championship’s driver with the confirmed 

driver’s license from the year 2018; 

6) Authorized drift judges from other drifting series, who have been recommended 

from another international drift representatives. 

Estimate judge could be a person who adheres to any of the points mentioned in the 

list above, and is able to do the drift competition’s judging in the season 2023, and 

has approved from the committee of Drift, in case, if the drift judge’s license has not 

been issued.  

Drift judge’s licenses are issued based on the application that the drifting work group 

submits to the LAF (Latvia ASN) at the beginning of the new season. 

Drift judges, who have received the drift judge’s license in the season of the year of 

2023, can judge only LAF or other ASN approved and coordinated drift championships, 

cups, races. Illegal, in coordinated drift championship’s judging (except drift shows 

and promo competitions, with the agreement from the drifting work group, which 

accepted from local ASN) is not allowed, and the drift judge will receive a warning or 

lose the license.  

Drift judges evaluate the competition based on the document ‘’Drift judging criterions 

– season 2023’’, add no.3.   


